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ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION 
Section 1 
.The Hadley-Luzerne Central School Board of Education (hereinafter referred to as the' 
~'Board'j recognizes CSEA Local #1000 AFSCME, AFL-CIO for the Hadley-Luzerne 
Central School District Unit of the Warren County Local #857 (hereinafter referred to as 
CSEA") as the sole and exclusive representative for all employees described in Article II 
hereof for the purpose of collective bargaining and grievances under the provisions of the 
Taylor Law. 
Section 2 
The Board agrees that CSEA' sball' have unchallenged representation status until as 
permitted under the statute. The Board further agrees not to negotiate with any other 
support staff organization other that the CSEA prior to the end of such period of 
unchallenged represen.tation status. 
Section 3 
The employer shall d4~uct from the wages of employees and x:emit to the Civil Service 
Employees. Association, Inc., 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12224, 
regular membership dues and other authorized deductions for those employees who have 
signed appropriate payroll deduction authorization permitting. such deduction. The 
Employer agrees to deduct and remit such monies exclusively for the CSEA as the 
reCognized exclusive bargaining agent for the employees in this Unit. 
ARTICLE n - COLLECTIVE BARGAINING UNIT 
Section 1 
The collective bargaining unit shall be comprised of the following support staff 
employees: bus drivers, cafeteria personnel, custodians, mechanics, teacher aides, 
teaching assistants, typists, school nurses, interpreters, bus monitors, maintenance 
worker, main~enance workerlbus driver bus driver/cleaner and computer technician. 
Section 2 
.	 The Employer shall, yearly, update a list supplied by the Unit containing all employees in 
the bargaining unit including the employee's full name, home address, social security. 
number,job title, membership status, insurance deductions and first date ofemployment. 
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ARTICLE ill - DEFINITIONS 
As used in the Agreement, the following terms shall have the respective meanings as set 
forth below: 
1.	 "School District" shall mean Hadley-Luzerne Central School Di~ct 
2.	 "Board of Education" or "Board" means the Board of Education of the 
School District 
3.	 "Full-Time Employee - A full-time employee will be defined as any 
employee who works a minimum of six hours or more per day or 30 hours 
per week for the school calendar year 
4.	 "Part-Time Emp~oyee" - A part-time employee will be defmed as any 
employee who works less than a minimum ofsix hours per day. 
ARTICLE IV - NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES 
Section 1 
No later than February 1, preceding the end of the stipulated duration of this Agreement 
or of any portions thereof, the parties will enter into good faith negotiations pursuant to 
the Public Employees Fair Employment Act with respect to an agreement successive to 
this one or with respect to successive portions thereofas the case may be. 
Section 2 
Neither party in any negotiations shall have any control over the selection of the 
negotiating representatives ofthe other party and each party may select its representatives 
from within or without the School District 
Section 3 
At the first meeting, a specific place, day of the week and time of day for subsequent 
negotiating sessions shall be agreed upon; such place, day of the week and time of day 
being thereafter subject to change only by mutual agreement or in emergency situations. 
Negotiation sessions shall be limited to not more than two hours, except that by mutual 
agreement, the conclusion ofany particular session may be extended beyond such limits. 
Section 4 
All issues appropriate to the negotiations to take place shall be introduced at the first and 
second regular sessions. New issues may be introduced thereafter only by mutual 
agreement. This does not preclude the raising of a new subject during the course or 
bargaining which might arise as a mutual natural evolution during the negotiating 
process. 
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Section 5 
All negotiations will be conducted in executive session. 
Section 6 
Either party may call upon consultants to assist in preparing them for negotiations and/or 
to advise them during negotiations. The expense of such consultants shall be borne by 
the party requesting them. 
Section 7 
Either party may. at its discretion and with reasonable notice to the other. bring into 
negotiations any outside legal and professional advisors. 
Section 8 
The process of tabling may be used (tabling shall mean ''the temporary suspension of 
negotiations on a specific item") 
Section 9 
Both parties shall fumish each other, upon reasonable request. all available information 
pertinent to the issues under consideration. 
Section 10 
No final agreement without-legislative action by the Board where such is necessary or 
without ratification by CSEA shall be executed (the term "Legislative Action" is not to be 
construed as being s}nonymous with the term "legislative Hearing" provided as part of 
the impasse procedure in the Taylor Law); but the parties mutually pledge that their 
representatives will be clothed with all necessary power and authority to make proposals, 
consider proposals and reach agreements in the course of negotiations. Once such 
agreements have been reached on individual articles. they will be initialed by both parties 
and will be understood to stand as tentative agreements. 
Section 11 
When the negotiating teams reach a final total agreement, it shall be submitted to CSEA 
and the Board, and it is understood and agreed that such submission together with 
accompanying recommendations for adoption will be supported by all members of the 
negotiating teams of the respective parties hereto. 
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Section 12 
During the period of negotiations, and (a) prior to reaching an agreement to be submitted 
to the Board and CSEA, or (b) prior to the public recommendation made by a fact-fmder 
under Section 209-3-b of the Civil Service Law (whichever event shall fIrst occur), the 
proceedings of the negotiations, proposals, counter-proposals and replies shall not be 
releases to the newspaper, radio or other news media until the contents. of such release 
and its issue shall have the prior written approval of both parties hereto. Both parties 
recognize it is necessary and desirable to keep the groups they represent informed of the 
proceedings. It is not intended that this agreement restrict such efforts, but it is 
understood that when the respective bodies or committees are informed, it is to be on a 
confidential basis, and not to be released to the news media. 'When such information is 
given to the respective bodies or committees, a copy of this paragraph shall be appended 
to such release. 
Section 13 
If, during the course of negotiations, the parties concur that they are at impasse, or if they 
have failed to reach an agreement on all topics under negotiation by April 10, the Public 
Employment Relations Board shall be requested to assist in the resolution of their 
differences in accordance with the provisions of Article 14, Section 209 of the Civil 
Service Law. The date ofApril 10 may be altered by mutual agreement. 
ARTICLE V - NO STRIKE CLAUSE . 
The CSEA affirms that it does not, and will not, assert the right to strike against the 
School District, to assist or participate in any such strike, and shall not cause, instigate, 
encourage or condone any strike, slow-down or other concerted action for the term of this 
agreement. 
ARTICLE VI - REMUNERATION 
Employees ofCSEA shall be compensated in accordance with Attachments I, II and III to 
the extent permissible under Federal, State or Local Law (including, but not limited to, 
applicable statutory provisions, executive orders, rules, regulations and decisions of 
government agencies). 
ARTICLE vn - JOB SECURITY 
All employees shall receive permanent appointment after they have completed a 
probationary period of one year from their last appointment. Once on permanent 
appointment, no employee may be removed or otherwise subjected to any disciplinary 
penalty except for misconduct or incompetency. Each permanently appointed employee 
so discharged or disciplined shall have the right to a hearing before the Board of 
Education and subject to an appeals procedure as outlined in Section 75, Subsection B, C 
and D and Section 76 of the Civil Service Law. 
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ARTICLE vm - AGENCY SHOP 
Section 1 
The District hereby agrees to make, from the wage or salary of every non-member in this 
negotiating unit, an agency shop fee deduction in the amount of dues levied by the Civil 
Service Employees Association, Inc., and to remit said sums in a separate check to 
CSEA, Inc., 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12224. 
Section 2 
Upon receipt from the District, the CSEA assumes full responsibility for the proper 
application of agency fees. The District will have no liability for any CSEA duty or 
responsibility related to agency fees and the CSEA will indemnify the District for any 
expenses arising from. the CSEA's failure to satisfy its obligation. 
ARTICLE IX - CREDIT UNION 
Upon written authorization by employee, the District shall deduct an amount specified by 
said employee from hislher paycheck and deposit same in the employee's account at the 
Hudson River Credit Union or the Luzerne branch of the Glens Falls National Bank. 
ARTICLE X - WORK YEARIWORK DAYIWORK WEEK 
Sectionl - MechanicslHead Mechanic 
A) Salaried are based on 40 hours/week, 52 weeks/year. 
B) The work week shall be Monday through Friday. 
C) The work day shall be staggered as follows: 
Shift "A" 6:00 a.m. - 11 :30 am. 
12:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
Shift "B" 7:30 a.m. -11:30 a.m. 
12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
D)	 When school is not in session, work hours for the mechanics shall be as 
indicated for shift "A". 
Section 2 - Bus Drhrers 
A)	 Salaries based on assigned daily run. 
B)	 Days of work will be those days that school is in session. Approximately 
40 wt::eks per year. 
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Section 3 - Custodians 
A)	 Salaries are based on 40 hours/week, 52 weeks/year 
B)	 The work week shall be Monday through Friday. 
C)	 The work day shall be as follows: 
Day Shift: 7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. with Y2 hour staggered lunch period. 
Night Shift: 3:00 p.m. :.... 11 :00 p.m. with ~ hour lunch period. 
D) All night custodians shall come in from 7:00 am. - 3:30 p.m. on snow 
days and during school recess periods. 
E) The District may create an alternate second work week schedule 
consisting ofTuesday through Saturday for newly hired custodians. which will either be a 
consistent day or night shift in accordanCe with paragraph C of this section. Incumbent 
custodians may apply for such newly created custodian positions and will have 
preference over non-employees. However, the District's head custodians will retain 
responsibility to check boilers. electrical and mechanical systems on Saturdays. 
Section 4 - Cooks 
A) Salaries are based 5 days/week, approximately 40 weeks/year and 180 
days/year.
 
B) The work week shall be Monday through Friday.
 
C) The work Day shall be 7:30 am. - 2:30 p.m.
 
Section 5- Food Service HelDers 
A)	 Salaries are based on 5 days/week, 40 weeks/year, 180 days/year. 
B)	 The work week shall be Monday through Friday 
C)	 The work day shall be within the hours of7:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
D)	 Dishwashers' hours shall be 10:00 am. - 2:30 p.m. 
E)	 Employees shall be compensated at the employee's hourly rate for work in 
excess of 15 minutes beyond the nonna! workwiy when directed to do so 
by the Cafeteria Manager. 
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Section 6 - Typists 
A)	 Salaries are based on 40 hours/week for 44 weeks and 25 hours/week for
 
the eight weeks during July and August, each main office and guidance
 
office secretary.
 
B)	 The work week shall be Monday through Friday 
C)	 The work day shall be from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. except during vacation
 
periods and during the summer when the workday will be from 8:00 a.m.
 
to 1:00 p.m. or the day agreed upon by their immediate supervisor.
 
Typists may leave at 3:30 p.m. on Friday and at 3:00 p.m. on the day prior
 
to a school vacation.
 
D)	 Vacation time may be used during Christmas Recess, Winter Break and
 
Spring Break periods with a maximum ofthree (3) requests. Requests will
 
be approved based on seniority.
 
E)	 Any vacation day will be equated with a full day ofwork. 
F)	 Attendance on snow days may be required at the discretion of the
 
principal.
 
Section 7 - Teacher Aid.es 
A)	 Salary based on 5 days/week, 40 weeks/year and 178 days/year. 
B)	 The work week shall be Monday through Friday 
C)	 The work day shall be determined by the school district (with a 30-minute
 
lunch period
 
i, 
I' 
D) Prior to any change in schedule, 30 calendar days notice shall be given by	 I 
! 
I,the District to the Association 
I' 
n 
E)	 Employees shall be compensated at the employee's hourly rate for work in
 
excess of 15 minutes beyond the nonnal workday when directed to do so
 
by their principal.
 
Section 8 - Registered Nurses 
A) Salary based on 5 days/week, approximately 40 weeks/year. 180 days. 
B) The work week shall be Monday through Friday. 
C) The work day shall be determined by the District: 7 hours and 15 minutes , i ! i 
per day, with thirty (30) minutes for uninterrupted lunch. 
'.­
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D)	 Prior to any change in the schedule, 30 calendar days notice shall be given 
by the District to the Association. 
Section 9 - Teaching Assistants 
A) Salary based on 5 days per week, 40 weeks per year, 180 days. 
B) Work week shall be Monday- Friday 
C) The work day shall be determined by the school district (with a 30-minute 
lunch period 
D) Prior to any change in schedule, 30 calendar days notice shall be given by 
the District to the Association 
Section 10 - Interpreter 
A)	 Salary is based on 180 days as per individual student's schedule 
B)	 The work day shall be 8:00 a.m. - 3:15 p.m. with a 30 minute lunch as 
specified by supervisor. 
C) Additional compensation at the employee's hourly rate for hours worked 
.in excess ofthe normal workday requires prior administrative approval. 
Section 11 - Bus Monitor 
A)	 Year, day ·and week will be determined as per the aSsigned student's 
individual needs. 
B)	 Summer runs for Bus Monitors will be posted and bid by seniority. 
However, the District reserves the right to assign summer runs without 
posting if the special needs of a student warrant such an assignment. The 
District will notify the CSEA President when a special needs assignment 
is made. 
Section 12 -Maintenance WorkerlBus Driver 
A)	 Incumbent employees shall work 6 a.m. to 2:30p.m.; new hires shall work 
either 6 a.m. to 2:30 p.rn. or 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. as determined by the 
School District 
-
B) Snow day hours will be from 6:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
C) 40 hours, 5 days/week, 52 weeks annually 
D) Includes AM or PM bus runs on an as-needed basis 
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Section 13 - Maintenance Worker 
A) Work day will be :from 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. unless otherwise designated 
by the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds. 
B) 40 hours, 5 days/week, 52 weeks annually 
C) Work day on snow days and during school recess periods will be 6 a.m. to 
2:30p.m. 
Section 14 - Bus Driver/Cleaner 
A) 40 hours, 5 days/week, 52 weeks annually 
B) Work day as typical for all bus runs, 2 hrs. in the a.m. and p.m. 
respectively and beginning at 4:00 p.m. and running to 8:00 p.m. cleaning 
in either building 
C)	 During the summer, snow days and regular vacation periods this position 
will assume regular building cleaning responsibilities. Area ofassignment 
to be determined by the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds. 
Section 15 - Computer Technician 
A) The work week shall be 37.5 hours per week. 
B) Work year will be 52 weeks 
ARTICLE XI - ASSOCIATION LEAVE
 
The du1y elected President of the CSEA Unit, or his/her designee, shall be granted leave
 
of absence with pay to attend official CSEA conventions or workshops; however, such
 
leave with pay shall total not more than three (3) days per school year. It is agreed that
 
written notification shall be presented to the Superintendent by the President of the Unit
 
at least one (l) week in advance of the date leave is to commence.
 
ARTICLE XI -A - ACCESS TO EMPLOYEES
 
Except for a period of time reasonably proximate to the filing of a representation petition,
 
the following shall apply:
 
The CSEA, and its designated agents, shall have the sole and exclusive right to access to
 
members of the bargaining unit during working hours to administer this agreement and to
 
explain Civil Service Employees Association sponsored benefits and programs.
 
Reasonable efforts shall be made: to consider the District's operational needs.
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I, 
The employer agrees that no other representative or organization offering benefits of 
programs similar to those offered or sponsored by CSEA shall be provided access to the 
bargaining unit employees. The employer further agrees that it will not permit any other 
organization or union to hold meetings for the purpose of discussing terms and conditioIl;S 
of employment or be provided meeting space, on property or premises owned or occupied 
by the School District. 
ARTICLE XII - OVERTIME 
Section 1 
All employees will be paid at the rate of time and one-half for all authorized hours 
worked in excess of 40 -hours in any work week. All overtime must have the prior 
approval of the employee's supervisor, except in the case of an emergency. Overtime 
compensation for interpreters will be at the calculated hourly rate based on individual 
salary. 
Section 2 
Custodian overtime will be assigned on a rotating basis by seniority beginning with the 
most senior custodian. 
ARTICLE xm - HOLIDAYS 
Section 1 
All full time twelve (12) month employees shall be granted fourteen (14) paid holidays 
per year. The holidays shall be as follows:­
(1) New Year's Day (8) Veteran's Day 
(2)Presidents'Day (9) Thanksgiving Day 
(3) Good Friday (10) Day after Thanksgiving 
(4) Memorial Day (11) Christmas 
(5) Fourth ofJuly (12) Christmas Eve Day 
(6) Labor Day (13) New Year's Eve Day 
(7) Columbus Day (14) Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Section 2 
When Christmas and New Year's occurs on Thursday in any calendar year, the following 
_Friday will be added to the employee's paid holidays. 
Section 3 
Ifa holiday falls on a day other than a regular scheduled work day, the employee(s) shall 
enjoy another day off, to be scheduled by mutual agreement between the Board and its 
designee and the CSEA Unit President, or his designee. 
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Section 4 
An employee required to work on a holiday shall be compensated at the rate of time and 
one-halfplus the holiday payor a compensator day off at the employee's option. 
ARTICLE XIV - VACATION TIME 
Section 1 
All twelve (12) month employees .shall be granted vacation time using the employee's 
anniversary date ofemployment as follows: 
Years of Service 
Section 2 
After completion of 1st year 
After completion of 6thlear 
After completion of 11 year 
After completion of21 st year 
2 weeks vacation 
3 weeks vacation 
4 weeks vacation 
5 weeks vacation 
Individual vacation periods win be granted on the basis of seniority within the 
department and must be recommended by the Supervisor of the Department for approval 
by the Board or its designee. 
- , 
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ARTICLE XV - SICK LEAVE 
Section 1 
There shall be personal illness leave for full time employees based on one (1) day per " 
-I 
month with full pay for such absences for the following reasons only: I 
Personal illness, serious personal illness in the immediate family; an unusual or 
emergency condition deemed exeusable by the Superintendent. The term "immediate 
family" as used in this agreement shall be deemed to mean the spouse of the employee, 
son, daughter, mother, father, grandparents of the employee or the employee's spouse; or 
any other relative by blood or marriage living in the household of which the employee is 
apart. 
Section 2 
Any unused personal illness leave days may accrue to a maximum of 200 days. Such 
accrued days to be used in any future year for personal illness only. 
Section 3 
12-Month Employees 
1.	 After 10 years of service, accrued at a rate of 15 days per year, with days
 
credited, pro-rata, on a monthly basis.
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2.	 After 15 years of service, accrued at a rate of 18 days per. year, with days 
credited, pro-rata, on a monthly basis. 
10-Month Employees (bus drivers) 
1.	 After 10 years of service, accrued at a rate of 12 days per year, with days 
credited, pro-rata, on a monthly basis. 
2.	 After 15 years of service, accrued. at a rate of 15 days per year, with days 
credited, pro-rata, on a monthly basis. 
Part-time Employees 
1.	 All part-time employees will receive five (5) sick days annually, 
cumulative to 25 days 
Sick leave reimbursement option 
1.	 Beginning with days accrued for 2000-2001 and each successive year to 
June 30, 2005 and each successive five year period thereafter, all 
employees will have the option of being reimbursed at the rate of $30 per 
day. 
ARTICLE XVI - PERSONAL BUSINESS LEAVE
 
Section 1
 
All full time employees shall receive three (3) personal business days per year. Unused
 
personal days will be added to the cumulative sick leave.
 
Section 2
 
Personal Business Leave Policy:
 
A) Personal business leave may not be taken immediately before or after a
 
holiday/vacation period, unless prior supervisory approval is obtained 
B) Personal business. days should not be requested for matters which can be 
scheduled outside the regular working hours 
C) Notification of personal business leave should be made at least two days prior to 
such leave whenever possible 
D) All absences not characterized as personal illness, sickness in the immediate 
family or special authorized. leave shall be loss of pay absences. 
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Section 3 
All bus drivers will receive three (3) personal business days per year. Unused personal 
days will be added to the cumulative sick leave. 
ARTICLE XVII - OTHER LEAVE 
Section 1 - Full-time Employees 
Bereavement leave: Each full-time employee will be permitted five (5) clays per incident 
of bereavement for bereaved conditions concerning the employee's immediate family, 
brother, sister, father··in-Iaw, mother-in-law. An additional three (3) days will be granted 
for the death of any other relative. 
Section 2 - Part-time Employees 
Bereavement leave: Each part-time employee will be permitted three (3) days per 
bereavement as described in Section I of this same article. 
ARTICLE XVIII - HEALTH INSURANCE 
A) The Board of Education agrees to remain a participating employer in the Blue 
CrosslBlue Shield Matrix with major lifetime maximum to $1,000,000.00 or the Deluxe 
Preferred Provider Organization as long as the product is available. In the event that this 
option is no longer available, a substantially equivalent product may be substituted. 
The Board ofEducation and all full-time support staff agree to share the cost ofthe health 
insurance program. The District shall contribute 90% and the employees shall contribute 
10% toward the health insurance premium of the health insurance coverage selected with 
the following limitations: Employees hired before the ratification of this Agreement 
(January 23,2006) will pay a maximum of $500 per year for individual coverage and a 
maximum of $1,000 per year for 2 person or family coverage. 
B) Retired persOImel eligible for service retirement benefits under the provisions of 
the New York State Employees' Retirement System who were participating members of 
NYSERS prior to retirement, who have 15 years full time service with the District, and 
who actually retire under NYSERS and remain retired under that system, will have their 
contributions capped at $500 annually for 2 person or family coverage and $300 for 
individual coverage. This retiree health insurance benefit covers eligible bus drivers 
hired prior to July 1, 1985 all other eligible employees hired on or before June 30, 1993. 
Upon the death of an employee with family coverage, his/her spouse will have the ~ption 
to purchase their heall:h insurance at 100% of said premium. 
C) After 15 years of service, the Board of Education agrees to pay 3% per year for 
each year of service: to the District, for any support staff member who was hired 
subsequent to July 1, 1993, so long as that employee retires under the New York State 
Employees' Retirement System and remains retired. 
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The Board of Education agrees to pay for individual health insurance coverage for all 
retired employees who contribute 25 days per year of their accumulated sick leave for 
each year of coverage. 
ARTICLE XIX - DENTAL INSURANCE 
Section 1 
All full time employees shall be entitled to participate in the Blue Shield 100% Dental 
Plan which includes the Basic Coverage plus Riders A, B, C and D. The Board of 
Education agrees to share the cost on an 80%/20% basis for all full-time employees 
Section 2 
The District agrees to share the cost with Bus Drivers on an 80%/20% basis. 
ARTICLE XX - RETIREMENT 
The Board of Education agrees to elect Plan Selection 751, effective July 1, 1987, for 
those employees electing to join the New York State Employees Retirement System. 
This plan will also include the New Ordinary Death Benefit Section 6Q-b. Upon 
retirement, the School Board will pay: 
A)	 $30.00 per day for all employees up to a maximum of 200 unused accumulated 
sick leave days. 
ARTICLE XXI - SENIORITY, LAYOFF, BUMPING AND RECALL 
Section 1 
Seniority shall be defined as the length ofcontinuous service with the Employer from the 
first date of work of the employees. Seniority is calculated on the basis of service within 
ajob title. 
Section 2 - Layoff. Bumping and Recall 
Layoff, Bumping and Recall for purposes of layoff of non-competitive unclassified and 
labor class employee(s) with the least seniority within the job title(s) where the layoff 
occurs shall be first to be laid offuntil the total number of employees required to decrease 
forces shall be established. Recalls shall be in inverse order of layoff. The Employer 
shall notify the employee of his recall by registered mail with return. receipt requested at 
the employee's last known address. Such recall notification must be acknowledged by 
the employee within seven (7) working days of receipt by registered mail with return 
receipt requested advising the Employer of the acceptance of the job, employee's address 
and telephone number. 
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Section 3 
As used in the previous section, continuous service shall include those periods of time 
when an employee is on the Employer's payroll. 
Section 4 
Subject to applicable provisions of the Civil Service Law, if any, an employee loses his 
seniority when one of the following occurs: He resigns (unless he is reinstated within a 
period permitted by the provisions of the Civil Service Law applicable to him), he is 
discharged or is classified as management or confidential, he retires or refuses a recall 
(Effective July 1, 1987) 
Section 5 
All competitive class employees shall be governed under the appropriate provisions of 
the Civil Service Law as it pertains to layoff, bumping and recall. 
Section 6 
The Employer shall provide the Union with lists containing title seniority of each 
employee within sixty (60) days of execution of this agreement. If there is any dispute 
concerning the seniority dates of employees, the parties to this agreement shall consult 
each other in order to work out a satisfactory resolution of the dispute with fifteen (15) 
days of the meeting, there shall be no further duty of either party to consult with the 
other. 
ARTICLE XXII - LABORIMANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
Section 1 
The Employer and the CSEA shall establish a joint Labor/Management Committee for 
the purpose of providing communication, discussion and consideration of problems 
between the Employer and the employees. 
Section 2 
The Committee shall meet at least one each month to review an agenda prepared by both 
parties no later than four (4) working days prior to the meeting date. 
Section 3 
The Committee shall be comprised of the Board or its designee and the Business 
Administrator, and by one representative of each of the departments chosen by the 
Association. Either party may bring additional persons to particular meetings for a 
particular purpose. 
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Section 4 
The meetings will be conducted from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. 
Section 5 
The District and the CSEA agree to amend the procedures in Section 1. Section 2. and 
Section 4 as necessary to resolve health and safety issues. 
ARTICLE XXIII - GENERAL CONDITIONS 
Section 1 - Absence Under Workers' Compensation 
If an employee is absent because of injuries received on the job, the regulations of the 
Workers' Compensation Laws will prevail. Absence because of such injury shall not be 
charged against the employee's sick leave for ten (10) working days, and he shall receive 
during such absence his full salary reduced by the amount of Workers' Compensation 
payments, excluding the months of July and August for ten month employees. If, after 
the ten (10) days, the employee is still absent because of the injuries received, the 
personal sick leave policy, minus any Workers Compensation payments shall prevail. 
The above payments shall cease when the services of the employee are terminated by the 
Board ofEducation. 
Section 2 - Disability Benefits 
If an employee is absent because of injury received off the job, the regulations of the 
New York State Disability Laws will prevail. Absence because of injury received off the 
job shall not be charged against an employee's sick leave for ten (10) working days and 
he shall receive during such absence his full salary reduced by the amount of the New 
York Disability payments, excluding the months of July and August for ten month 
employees. If, after ten (10) days, the employee is still absent because of injury received 
off the job, the personal sick leave policy m.iIi.us any New York Disability payments shall 
prevail. In the event the employee is absent because of personal illness, the personal sick 
leave policy, minus any New York Disability payments shall prevail from the first day of 
such illness. The above payments shall cease when the services Of the employee are 
terminated by the Board ofEducation. 
ARTICLE XXIV - JOB POSTING 
Section 1 
All job vacancies shall be posted by the Employer on its' official bulletin board and on all 
CSEA bulletin boards. The Employer shall provide space for CSEA bulletin boards at all 
work locations and/or place of assembly of employees. These bulletin boards shall be for 
the exclusive use of CSEA for announcements of meetings, election notices, and for other 
matters relative to CSEA business, includingjob postings. 
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Section 2 
When a job vacancy or vacancies occur within the School District, the Employer will be 
responsible for posting the announcement of such vacancies in all work locations of 
employees who may be affected by such vacancies at least ten (10) working days prior to 
the date they are to be filled. Announcements of such vacancies shall contain the title of 
the position or positions to be filled, minimum qualifications required for appointment 
and the number of work locations of the vacancies as well as the salary for the 
position(s). Employec~s who wish to be considered for appointment to such vacancies 
shall be allowed to :file appropriate notice thereof with the appointment authority; 
provided, however, that such notice must be filed within ten (10) working days following 
the announcement of the vacancy. The District shall appoint the most senior qualified 
employee within the Department or job series; the District shall consider the most senior 
qualified bargaining unit employee, out of the department or series, prior to filling the 
position. 
Section 3 - Bus Run l'osting Procedures 
All open bus runs will. be filled from a rotating seniority list established by the District 
and the Association. Said list shall include the telephone number and address of each 
employee, with emergency numbers where the employee may be reached during any 
vacation or recess periods. Upon a bus run becoming open, the bus supervisor shall call 
the most senior employee on the list and unless the supervisor is told otherwise, he will 
assign the employee to the open run. Any refusal shall be noted by the employee signing 
off. In the event of the:: employee's inability or unavailability to sign off, the Association 
President or his designee shall sign off on that employee's behalf. Such changes shall 
normally take place at the beginning of the first (lst) semester, or at the beginning of the 
second (2nd) semester, which ever comes first. . 
ARTICLE XXV - BUS DRIVER PROVISIONS 
Section 1 - Physical Examinations 
A) The Employer agrees to give annual physical examinations at the employer's cost and 
at the time and date designated by the Employer. 
B) All physical examinations shall be conducted in the manner prescribed by Article 19­
A ofthe New York State Vehicle and Traffic Law. 
C) If an 'employee fails the physicals provided under Article 19-A, such employee shall 
have the following options: 1) Use his or her sick leave until the medical problem(s) is 
corrected; or 2) If he or she is employed in a dual title '(e.g. bus driver/mechanic) the 
employee shall be required to work if medically able in the portion of the title in which 
he or she has been deemed to be qualified on a full time basis until such employee again 
qualifies to drive a school bus.' 
D) If the Employee qualified for Option1 under subdivision © above and his or her sick 
leave runs out, the Board or its designee officer shall meet with the Union to discuss the 
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medical problem(s) of the employee·, If the medical problem(s) is correctable, the Board 
or its designee shall, with the approval of the Board of Education. allow the employee an 
unpaid leave of absence not to exceed the remainder of the school year. The Board and 
its designee may grant extension of the leave for a period of time not to exceed the 
remainder of the then current school year if extenuating circumstances warrant an 
extension and with the approval of the Board of Education. 
Section 2 - Biennial Oral or Written Test and Road Test 
If the employee(s) is unable to pass the biennial examination(s) upon being re-examined 
and has encumbered a dual title, then subdivision © - 2 of section 1 of this Article will 
apply, If, however, the employee holds only the title of Bus Driver, then the employee 
will be granted five (5) days work with pay while waiting for a retest. Employees failing 
retest will be granted an unpaid leave of absence for a period not to exceed the remainder 
of the then current school year of not more than one (l) year. During such period, the 
employee inust pass the biennial examination(s). 
ARTICLE XXVI - SUBSTITUTES 
Section 1 - Custodian 
When a substitute is needed for the day shift, the most senior night employee will be 
asked to work the day shift. In the event the most senior night employee rejects the 
opportunity, it shall be offered to the next most senior night employee. 
Section 2 - Cafeteria 
When a substitute is needed in the cafeteria and the hours of said substitute position 
exceed those of any regular employee, the additional hours will be offered to the regular 
part-time employee before an outside substitute is called in. In no case will the hours of a 
substitute employee exceed those of a regular part-time employee. 
ARTICLE XXVII - MISCELLANEOUS 
Section 1 - Uninterrupted Lunch Period 
An uninterrupted half hour lunch period shall be specified for all employees as 
designated by their supervisor. 
Section 2 - Sports Bus Routing 
When the District recognizes the need for a sports run, four (4) distinct routes will be 
followed: 
Route # 1: Mills Street to River Road; River Road to Scofield Road to 9N; 9N to Old 
Stage Road; Old Stage Road to intersection of Thomas Road and Potash Roads; Old 
Stage Road to 9N; turn left, stay on 9N to northern end of Gage Hill Road; return to 9N. 
Route # 1 compensation - $3,300 
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Route # 2: 9N south to Harris Road; East River Drive to Call Street; Call Street to Hawk 
Road to Daniels Road; Ralph Road to Glens Falls Mountain Road; Left on Glens Falls 
Mountain Road to Ea~t River Drive. Route # 2 compensation - $3,300 
Route # 3: [9N south to Harris Road; then to] Hadley four corners, right on Stony Creek 
Road to Hadley Hill Road; Hadley Hill Road to Eddy Road to Stony Creek Road; then 
north to Stony Creek Center. Route # 3 compensation - $3,300. 
Route # 4: County Route 4 to Stewart's Dam Road to County Route 7; left on County 
Route 7 for ~ mile to turn-around at Reynolds; County Route 7 to Brooks Bay turn­
" around and back to Kathan Road; Kathan Road to Conklingville Dam; left at dam to 
County Route 4; west on County Route 4 to Hadley Hill Road intersection. Route # 4 
compensation - $4,300. 
Section 3 - Cafeteria 
It is understood that the Cafeteria Manager may request help to assist in evening and after 
school affairs conne<:ted with the School Program. Cafeteria employees who work 
special activities will be paid at one and one-half times their regular hourly rate. To 
determine the hourly rate of salaried employees, the following formula will be used: 
Number ofours per day X 180 days=number ofhours per year 
Salary=number of hours per year x hourly rate. 
Section 4 - Bus Rum: 
In order to be eligibll~ to drive a sports run or any other extra run, the bus driver must 
drive his/her regularly scheduled bus run that day. 
ARTICLE xxvm - GRIEVANCES 
Grievances shall be processed in accordance with Schedule "A". 
ARTICLE XXIX - LAW SAVING CLAUSE 
If any article or part thereof of this Agreement, or any addition hereto, or any application 
thereof to any member of CSEA, is or shall be at any time contrary to law; Federal, State 
or Local (including but not limited to applicable statutory provisions, executive orders, 
rules, regulations and decisions of government agencies), or shall be found invalid by a 
decision of a tribunal of competent jurisdiction, then such provision, or application, shall 
be of no force and effect, but the remainder of the Agreement shall continue in full force 
and effect. By mutual consent, the parties hereto may consider substitute action, if any, 
to replace that covered by the provision so declared illegal. 
ARTICLE XXX - MATTERS NOT COVERED 
It is contemplated that the terms and conditions of employment provided in this 
Agreement shall reme,in in effect until altered by mutual agreement in writing between 
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the parties. The parties agree that all negotiable items have been discussed during the 
negotiations leading to this Agreement and,therefore, agree that formal negotiations will 
not be reopened on any it~m whether contained herein or during the life of this 
Agreement. Nevertheless, because of the special nature of the public educational 
process, it is likewise recognized that matters may from time to time arise ofvital mutual 
concern to the parties, and so an opportunity for mutual discussion should be provided. 
The parties accordingly agree that subject to mutual consent, they will consult and 
attempt to resolve such matters. 
ARTICLE XXXI - DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
This agreement shall be in force from July 1,2005 through June 30, 2010. 
ARTICLE XXXII - LEGISLATIVE ACTION 
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement requiring 
legislative action to permit its implementation by agreement of law or by providing 
additional funds therefore, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative 
body has given approval. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto, the Chief Executive Officer of the Hadley­
Luzerne Central School District and the President of the Hadley-Luzerne Central School 
District Unit of the Warren County Local of CSEA, Inc., have hereunto affixed their 
names and seals 
~ H",~ March 1,2006 
Irwin Sussman, Superintendent of Schools 
Hadley-Luzerne Central School District 
r&M~J L\oJb) March 1,2006 PamdaiWolf~dent 
Had! y-Luzerne Central School District Unit of the Warren County Local ofCSEA, Inc 
~~'-,L-.I----==--- --:-----,March 1, 2006
 
Ric d . Blair
 
CSEA Labor Relations Specialist
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SCHEDULE"A" 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
In order to establish a more harmonious and cooperative relationship between non­
teaching personnel, administrators and members of the Board of Education, which will 
enhance the educational program of .the Hadley-Luzerne Central School District, it is 
hereby declared to be the purpose of these procedures to provide a means for orderly 
settlement of differences, promptly and fairly, as they arise and to ensure equitable and 
proper treatment of non-teaching personnel. The provisions shall be liberally construed 
for the accomplishment ofthis purpose. 
A	 BASIC PRINCIPLES 
1)	 It is the intent of these procedures to provide for the orderly settlement of· 
differences in a fair and equitable manner. The resolution of a grievance 
at the (~arliest possible stage is encouraged. 
2) .A member of the support staff shall have the right to present grievances in 
accordance with these procedures, free from coercion, interference, 
restraint, discrimination or reprisal. 
3)	 A member of the support staff shall have the right to be represented at any 
step of the procedure by CSEA or by a representative of his own choosing, 
but no other employee organization may institute a grievance or represent 
an employee in the processing of a grievance. 
4)	 A member of the support staff and his representative, if a school 
employee, shall be allowed such time offfrom his regular duties as may be 
necessary for the processing of a grievance under the procedures without 
loss of payor vacation or other time credits. However, every attempt will 
be made to prepare and process grievances before or after work or during 
the grilevant's and/or representative's lunch or break periods. 
5)	 Each party to a grievance shall have access at reasonable time to all 
written statements and records pertaining to such case. 
6) All hearings shall be confidential. 
7) It shalI be the responsibility of the Chief Administrator to give force and 
effect to these procedures. Each administrator shall have the 
responsibility to consider promptly such grievances presented to him and 
make a determination within the authority delegated to him within the 
time specified to these procedures. 
B	 DEFINITIONS 
1) "Support Staff" shall mean all employees in the Bargaining Unit. 
2) "AdmInistrator" Shall mean any person responsible for or exercising any 
degree of supervision or authority over non-teaching personnel. 
a) "ChiefAdministrator": Shall mean the Superintendent. 
b) "Immediate Supervisor": Shall mean the administrator to 
whom the non-teaching employee is directly responsible. 
3)	 "Representative": Shall mean the person or persons designated by the 
aggrieved person as his or her counselor to act in his behalf. 
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4)	 "Grievance": Shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation or 
inequitable application of the existing laws, rules, procedures, regulations, 
administrative orders or work rules of the Employer, or any claimed 
Violation, misinterpretation or inequitable application of a specific Article . 
or Section of this Agreement. 
PREPARATION AND PROCESSING 
l)	 The "State of Grievance" signed by the grievant shall include the name 
and position of the party involved, the date of the incident which gave rise 
to the grievance (if known), shall state the facts giving rise to the 
grievance, shall identify all the provisions of this Agreement alleged to be 
violated by appropriate reference (if applicable), shall state the contention 
of the party and the Union with respect to these provisions, and shall 
indicate the relief sought. 
2)	 If a grievance affects a group of employees, it may be submitted by the 
Association directly at Step Two described below; and a grievance may be 
fJ.led by the Board directly at the Step Three Meeting. 
3)	 All grievances shall be submitted and responded to in duplicate. Each 
stage of the grievance procedure will be signed and dated by both parties 
when processed. 
D	 PROCEDURES 
Step One 
Within fifteen (15) working days of the incident which the employee knew or should 
have known gave rise to the grievance, the grievant will present the "Statement of 
Grievance" to the Immediate Supervisor. Within ten (10) working days after presentation 
of the Statement of Grievance, the Supervisor shall give his answer in writing to the 
grievant. 
Step Two 
a) Within five (5) working days after a determination has been made at Step One (if the 
grievance is not resolved), the aggrieved person shall make a written request to the Chief 
Administrator or his designee with a copy to the Immediate Supervisor for review and 
determination. If the Chief Administrator designates a person to act in his behalf, he 
shall also delegate full authority to render a determination on his behalf. The Chief 
Administrator, or his designee, shall notify all parties concerned in the case of the time 
and place when an informal hearing will be held where such parties may appear and 
present oral and written statements supplementing their position in the case. Such 
hearing shall be held within ten (10) working days of receipt ofthe written request. 
Step Three 
If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at Step Two, a letter so stating must be 
submitted to the Board ofEducation within five (5) days of the Step Two answer. Within 
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ten (10) days of the receipt of the letter by the Board, a meeting of the Chief 
Administrator and/or other representatives of the Board and the representative of the 
Association shall be held to discuss the grievance. The Board· shall render a decision in 
writing within ten (10) days after the close of said meeting. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
2005-2006 CONTRACT STARTING SALARIES 
TITLE STARTING SALARY 
Mechanic $19,855 
Bus Driver $6,986 
Bus Driver/Cleaner $17,916 
BOCES Occ. Ed. Driver $10,444 
Computer Technician $28,875 
Custodian $17,838 
Cleaner $16,803 
Cook $9,833 
Teaching Assistant $8.00 
Typist $16,301 
Registered Nurse $22,323 
Maintenance WorkerlBus Driver $17,838 
Maintenance Worker $17,838 
Interpreter $15,975 
Head Custodian (Stipend) $1,528 
Senior Custodian (Stipend) $570 
i . 
Cafeteria Food Service Helper	 $7.25 
T-
Teacher Aides	 $7.25 
;. 
Bus Monitors	 $7.00 
Starting salaries shall increase 3.5% in each year of the contract unless otherwise 
provided herein 
Miscellaneous Compensation 
1.	 Head Cafeteria will receive $350.00 annually 
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2. Tool stipend for mechanics will be $200.00 annually. 
3. Bus Drivers will be reimbursed for the cost of their license at renewal time. 
All employees who currently fall under the above job titles will receive pay increases 
as follows: 
2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-2010
 
3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 3.5%
 
Teaching Assistants will receive an additional $1.00 per hour and the start rate shall be 
$8.00 per hour in the 2005-06 school year, will receive an additional $.50 per hour and 
the start rate shall be $8.75 per hour commencing with the 2006-07 school year, and will 
receive an additional $.50 per hour and the start rate shall be $9.50 per hour commencing 
with the 2007-08 school year. The additional amounts shall be added to the wage rates of 
the incumbent employees prior to the percentage wage increase. 
Effective upon the Ratification of this Agreement (January 23, 2006), Mechanics and 
Head Mechanics will receive an additional $1.00 per hour. 
Effective July 1, 2006, late runs shall be increased from $2,800 to $2,900. 
." 
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ATTACHMENT IT 
. 
BUS DRIVER SALARY 
BUS DRIVER EXTRAS 
Late Run $2,900 annually 
Spots Run (As per Article XXVII section 2) 
Extra Run $20/run 
ALL field trips $17/hrs. 
One :full time position to include one short run, one (1) late run and related school trips 
throughout the day, including the run to the King's School. No school related trips 
throughout the day will exceed two hours and thirty minutes. 
A. Five (5) days per week; 7:15 a.m. - 4:15 p.m., excludes one hour lunch period. 
1. Years of employment will be detennined by the date of February 1st, Le.; if hired after 
July 1st but prior to February 1st, you will be given one full years credit. 
2. All field trips will be paid a minimum of two (2) hours. Holiday trips will be 
compensated at an additional $2/hour. 
Field Trips: A field trip shall be defined as any extracurricular bus or van trip that leaves 
the school for group sports or group educational purposes. Field trips will be assigned on 
a seniority rotating basis starting with the most senior driver and rotating through the 
seniority list until every driver has had an opportunity for an assigned field trip. 
Extra Runs: An extra run shall be defined as any run that involves transportation not 
defined under field trips. Extra runs are assigned to the most senior drivers; however, the 
School District may assign extra runs without regard to seniority in the case ofan 
emergency or exigent circumstances as determined by the School District. 
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caE. 
Local 1000 AFSCME, AFL-CIO 
TO: FIELD STAFF C-' .­
FROM: DON KELLY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF CONTRACT ADMIN./RESEARCH-~ 
DATE: OCTOBER 15, 2002 
SUBJECT: NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND ACT OF 2001 Q's & A's & FACT SHEET 
***************************************************************** 
The CSEA Inc. Contract Administration Department's Research 
Division has been inundated recently with q~estions associated with 
President Bush's signing of the Federal "No Child Left Behind Act" 
(NCLB) of 2001. This mailing is intended to assist and offer guidance 
to Labor Relations Spl~cialists who have school district assignments. 
As most of you are aware, the NCLB has a direct impact on our 
CSEA-represented school district employees. While the NCLB Act covers 
many issues related to Title 1 federal funding to local school 
districts this mailin9 focuses on one aspect; the higher minimum 
standards for those paraprofessional employees whose duties are 
considered to be "inst:ructional" in nature. 
In New York Stat~~ "paraprofessionals" who provide teaching duties 
are defined by the NYS Commissioner of Education's Rules and 
Regulations as "Teaching Assistants". 
It is the Research Division's position that the new higher
 
qualifications are only necessary for the Teaching Assistant job
 
classification.
 
Many school districts are attempting to apply the new higher 
qualifications to incumbents of Teacher Aide positions. Teacher Aides, 
according to the NYS Commissioner's Rules and Regulations, are 
"non-instructional" in nature. 
Research Analyst Steve Keith has prepared the attached list of 
cornmon Labor Relations Specialist questions relating to the impact of 
tne NCLB Act. He has also provided the most accurate answers that were 
available at the time of this mailing. 
We hope that this information is helpful. 
I.JK ;dd 
Attachment(s) 
cc:	 Region Presidents
 
Level 10's
 
B-egion Directors
 
CSEA.II\IC HEADQUARTERS· 143 Washington Ave.. Capitol Station Box 7125 .G.lbcnv NY 12124. (518) 257-1000 
'(~" 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
 
NO CHILD LEFT BEIDND ACT ­

EFFECT ON TEACHING ASSISTANTS
 
1. What is the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB)? 
The NCLB Act is Federal Law P.L.-IOO. This Act is the most sweeping reform of 
federal education policy in over 35 years. The main purpose of the NCLB Act is 
to improve the education of students, especially those in low performing school 
districts. The No Child Left Behind Act tries to accomplish this by: 
Increasing federal aid to states and school districts. 
Increasing accountability for states and school districts to improve the 
education of students. Schools that continue to under perform over many 
years will be subject to restructuring which could include: appointing an 
outside expert, implementing a new cuniculum, replacing relevant staff, or 
having the state take over the school. 
Giving states and school districts more flexibility in how they can use 
federal education money. 
Giving greater choice for parents and students. Under performing schools 
will be required to offer students the choice of going to another school. In 
addition, the NCLB Act requires states to allow students who attend a 
persistently dangerous school, or are victims of a violent crime, the ability 
to transfer to a safe school. 
Establishing new requirements for professionals (teachers) and 
paraprofessionals (teaching assistants). 
2. When was the NCLB Act signed into law? 
3. What school districts does the NCLB Act apply to? 
Those school districts that receive Federal Title I funds. 
4. WlIat are Title I funds? 
Title I funds are federal funds that provide states and school districts with funding 
for disadvantaged students. 
5.	 What are the new requirements for paraprofessionals? 
a.	 Have a high school diploma or equivalent; AND 
b.	 Have completed two years of study at an institution of 
higher education; OR 
c.	 Have an associate's or higher degree; OR 
d.	 Have met a rigorous standard ofquality and can 
demonstrate through a fonnal state or local academic 
assessment ofknowledge of. and the ability to assist in, 
instructing reading, writing and mathematics 
6.	 Who is considered a paraprofessional? 
According to the law, these new requirements apply to paraprofessionals who 
perfonn instructional duties. In New York State, these positions are referred to 
as Teaching Assistants. 
7.	 Are any paraprofessionals exempted from these requirements? 
Yes, those paraprofessionals who serve solely as language translators or whose 
duties consist sclely ofconducting parental involvement activities are excluded 
from these requirements. 
8.	 When do Te~.ching Assistants have to meet these new 
requirements? 
Teaching Assist,mts hired before January 8, 2002 (the date this Act was signed 
into law) have four years to meet these requirements (until January 8, 2006). 
Teaching Assist~mts that are hired after January 8, 2002 must meet these new 
requirements in order to be hired. 
9.	 When wiJI a State exam be created to test teaching assistants 
knowledge of reading, writing, and mathematics? 
The State expects to have a test available by the fall of2003. 
10.	 If a school district wants to establish their own local exam to test 
teaching assistants ability in reading, writing, and mathematics, 
can they do so? 
Yes. In addition, the Education Testing Service (ETS) ofPrinceton, New Jersey, 
is developing an exam that can be used by school districts to comply with the new 
requirements under the NCLB Act. ETS expects to have a computer-administered 
test for paraprofessionals by November 2002 and a written exam available 
beginning in January 2003. School districts can opt to participate in these exams. 
11.	 Do the new requirements for paraprofessionals under the NCLB 
Act apply to Teacher Aides in New York State? 
No. While the NCLB Act does not make a distinction between Teacher Aides 
and Teaching Assistants, the law specifically applies to paraprofessionals who 
assist in instruction. In New York State, according to Section 3009(2a) of the 
Education Law, Teacher Aides are only permitted to perfonn those non-teaching 
duties that would otherwise be performed by a teacher. Since Teacher Aides in 
New York State are not pelTI1itted to perfolTI1 instructional "duties, they are not 
subject to the requirements for paraprofessionals under the NCLB Act. 
12.	 !VIy school district says that as a result of the NCLB Act, they 
must reclassify all Teacher Aide positions to Teaching Assistants. 
Is this true? 
No. In New York State Teacher Aides are not supposed to perform instructional 
duties and therefore, are not affected by these new requirements. 
13.	 Can School Districts reclassify Teacher Aide positions to Teaching 
Assistants? 
Yes, if it is determined that the incumbent is performing instructional duties 
school districts are obligated to reclassify the positions consistent with Civil 
Service Law. 
14.	 What are the differences between Teacher Aides and Teacher 
Assistants? 
According to Section 3009 of the NYS Education Law, teacher aides perfonn 
those non-teaching duties that otherwise would be performed by a teacher and 
teaching assistants help teachers in providing instructional services to students. 
Part 80-5.6 of the Commissioner ofEducation Regulations describes the duties of 
a teacher aide as follows: 
Managing records, materials and equipment; 
Attending to the physical needs of children; and 
Supervising students and performing such other services as support 
teaching duties when such services are determined and supervised by a 
teacher. 
In addition, the NYS Education Department Office ofTeaching provides the 
following list of appropriate duties for teacher aides: 
Prepare scripts for recording purposes;
 
Assist in oversight and technical operations of language and/or computer
 
laborat0l1es;
 
Assist in physical care tasks and health-related activities as appropriate;
 
Assist students with behavioral/management needs;
 
Assist in the set up of laboratory equipment, conduct experiments, and
 
perfonn ilimited reviews of student laboratory reports;
 
Assist in the technical preparation and production ofmedia programs;
 
Read to and play audio-visual materials for children in lower grades;
 
Assist in proctoring and other tasks related to the administration of
 
examinations; and
 
Assist in the correction 0 f test papers, recording ofgrades, maintaining of
 
files and preparing statistical reports.
 
Part 80-5.6 of the: Commissioner ofEducation Regulations describes the duties of 
a Teaching Assistant as follows: 
Working with individual pupils or groups of pupils on special instructional 
projects; 
Providing the teacher with information about pupils that will assist the 
teacher in the development of appropriate learning experiences; 
Assisting pupils in the use of available instructional resources, and 
assisting in the development of instructional materials; 
Utilizing their own special skills and abilities by assisting in instructional 
programs in such areas as: foreign languages, aris, crafts, music and 
similar subjects; and 
Assisting in related instructional work as required. 
15. What can we do to protect Teacher Aides from being reclassified? 
Make sure they are performing non-instructional work. If they are perfonning 
instructional work: 
a.	 An out-of-title work grievance could be filed if we have an out-of-title 
work provision in the contract. 
b.	 A legal assistance request could be filed claiming violation ofSection 
61 (2) of the Civil Service Law. Section 61 (2) prohibits any employee 
from being assigned or compelled to perform duties ofa higher grade 
without appropriate compensation, except in a temporary emergency 
situation. 
16.	 If a Teacher Aide position is reclassified to a Teaching Assistant 
position, will the person in that position have to meet the new 
requirements under the NCLB Act right away in order to be 
appointed to the position or will they have until January Stb, 2006 
to meet these requirements? 
We have asked the NYS Education Department this question and they have 
informed us that each school district should use their best judgment in these cases 
and document what is, done in the case of an audit. We should take the position 
that employees in these situations have until January 8th, 2006 to meet these new 
requirements. However, these employees will stilI have to meet current NYS 
requirements to be a Teaching Assistant. Please refer to separate sheet titled, 
Federal and State Qualifications to be a Teaching Assistant for additional 
information. 
17. Where can I find out more information on the NCLB Act? 
NYS Education Department web site - http://www.nysed.gov/ 
U.S. Department of Education web site - http://www.ed.gov/nclb/ 
)
 
Applications submitted for license or certification after February 1, 2004 
Levell Teaching Assistant certificate requirements: 
1. High school diploma or equivalent 
2. Pass the New York State Teacher Certification exam of Communication and 
Quantitative Skflls 
Levell certificate valid for one year. This certificate can be renewed for one additional year jf 
it can be shown that an additional year is needed to meet the experience requirement for the 
level II teaching assistant certificate 
Level II Teaching Assistant certificate: 
1. High school diploma or equivalent 
2. Pass the New York State Teacher Certification exam of Communication and 
Quantitative Skills 
3. Six semester hours of collegiate study acceptable toward meeting the requirements for 
a ba\Jcaiaureale degree 
4. Work for one year as a level I teaching assistant
 
Level II certificate valid for two years. This certificate is not renewable.
 
Level III Teaching Assistant certificate 
1. High school diploma or equivalent 
2. Pass the New York State Teacher Certification exam of Communication and 
Quantitative Skills 
3. Eighteen semester hours of collegiate study acceptable toward meeting the requirements for 
a baccalaureate degree 
4. Work for one year as a level I or level" teaching assistant 
Level III certificate continuou("y valid provided the teaching assistant receives 75 hours of 
professional development every 5 years 
!.: 
)
 
Federal and State Qualifications to be a Teaching Assistant 
nla..,NtffiKlMrY !l6'! 
No Child Left Behind Act requirements: 
1. Have a high school diploma or equivalent; and 
2. Have completed two years of stJ.ldY at an institution of higher education; or 
3. H~ve an associate's or higher degree; o.r. 
4. Have met a rigorous standard of quality and can demonstrate through a formal 
State or local academic assessment of knowledge of, and the ability to 
assist in, instructing reading, writing and mathmatics 
Teaching Assistants hired prior to January 8th, 2002 • have until January 8th, 2006 
to meet these requirements 
Teaching Assistants hired after January 8th, 2002 - must meet these requirements 
in order to be hired. 
Applications submitted for license or certification on or before February 1, 2004 
Temporary license requirements: 
1. High school diploma or equivalent supplemented by training and experience 
appropriate to the Job being considered 
Valid for one year. No more than two temporary licenses may be Issued to same person 
Continuing certificate requirements: 
1. Completed six semester hours of collegiate study in or related to the field of 
elementary and/or secondary education 
2. One year experience as a licensed Teaching Assistant or a Certified Teacher 
Valid continuously unless unemployed as a Teaching Assistant In New York State public 
schools for five consecutive vears 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
HADLEY LUZERNE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
AND
 
CSEA
 
DECEMBER 21,2005 
The Hadley Luz(:me Central School District and CSEA agree as follows: 
1.	 Items to be Clarified. Any clarification to which both. parties agree will be incorporated 
in the new Colledive Bargaining Agreement. 
2.	 Sections to be Modified: 
(a)	 Article II, Section 1 - Delete supplemental school personnel and media center 
aides from Recognition Clause. 
(b)	 Article X, Section 1 - For MechanicsIHead Mechanic, the schedule shall be from 
6:00 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., however, confirm a side 
letter for a 6:00 am. to 3:30 p.m. school year schedule for 1 incumbent position 
with compensatory time agreement. 
(c)	 Article X, Section 4 - Delete cafeteria manager. 
(d)	 Article X, Section 9 - Delete media aide. 
(e)	 Article X, Section 13 - Post summer runs for Bus Monitors; however, the School 
District reserves the right to assign summer runs without posting ifthe special 
needs of a student warrant such an assignment. The District will notify the CSEA 
President when a special needs assignment is made. 
(f)	 Article X, Section 14 - For MaintenanceWorkerlBus Driver, the incumbent 
employees shall work 6 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; new hires shall work either 6 a.m. to 
2:30 p.m. or 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. as determined by the School District. 
(g)	 Article X, Section 15 - For Maintenance Workers, work day on snow days and 
school rece:ss periods will be 6 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
(h)	 Article X, Section 17 - For Computer Technician, change A. to provide the work 
week shall be .~ 7.5 hours per week. 
(i)	 Article XXI, Section 2 - Add "unclassified" employees to first paragraph 
regarding layoff, bumping and recall. 
(b)	 Teaching Assistants will receive an additional $1.00 per hour and the' start rate 
shall be $8.00 per hour in the 2005-06 school year, will receive an additional $.50 
per hour and the start rate shall be $8.75 per hour commencing with the 2006-07 
school year, ap.d will receive an additional $.50 per hour and the start rate shall be 
$9.50 per hour commencing with the 2007-08 school year. The additional 
amounts shall be added to the wage rates of the incumbent employees prior to the 
percentage wage increase. 
(c)	 Effective upon ratification of this Memorandum of Agreement, Mechanics and 
Head Mechanics will receive an additional $1.00 per hour. 
(d)	 Effective July,l, 2006, late runs shall be increased from $2,800 to $2,900. 
5.	 Health Insurance and Dental Insurance. 
(a)	 The District shall contribute 90% and the employees shall contribute 10% toward 
the health insurance premium ofthe health insurance coverage selected with the 
following limitations: 
,_ Ily?)u (, 
(1)	 Employees hired before ratification ofthis Memoran4um ofAgreement 
will pay a maximum of$500 per year for individual coverage and a 
maximum of$l,OOO per year for 2 person or family coverage. 
(b)	 Article XVIII(B) shall read as follows: 
"Retired personnel eligible for service retirement benefits under the provisions of 
the New York State Employees' Retirement System who are participating 
members ofthe NYSERS prior to retirerrtent, who have 15 years full service with 
the District, ~~ who actually retire under NYSERS and remain retired under that 
system, will h~ve 'their contributions toward health insurance premiums capped at 
$500 annually for 2 person or family coverage and at $300 for individual 
coverage. This retiree health insurance benefit covers eligible bus drivers hired 
prior to July I, 1985 and all other eligible employees hired on or before June 30, 
1993, and shall not pertain to bus drivers hired subsequent to July 1, i985 or other 
personnel hired subsequent to July 1, 1993. Upon the death ofan employee with 
two person or family coverage, hislher spouse will have the option to purchase 
their health insurance coverage at 100% of said premium." 
6.	 Work Week. Provide for the District to create an alternate second work week schedule 
consisting ofTuesday through Saturday for newly hired custodians, which will be either a 
consistent day or night shift in accordance with Article X, Section 3(C). Incumbent 
custodi~ may apply for any such newly created custodian positions and will have 
preference over non-employees. However, the District's head custodians will retain 
responsibility to check boilers, electrical and mechanical systems on Saturdays. ' 
AGREEMENT 
BY AND BETWEEN 
THE HADLEY-LUZERNE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
 
AND
 
THE HADLEY-LUZERNE CSEA
 
WHEREAS, the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSC:ME, 
AFL-CIO ("CSEA") and the Hadley-Luzerne Central School District ("District") are parties to a 
collective bargaining agreement, which agreement does not provide for unpaid leaves of absence 
for CSEA members; and 
WHEREAS, in the past CSEA bargaining unit members were allowed to take unpaid 
leaves of absence; and 
WHEREAS, the District determined, in the best interests of the District, that it would no 
longer approve requests for unpaid leaves of absence; and 
WHEREAS, on April 18, 2007, CSEA filed a charge with the Public Employment 
Relations Board ("PERB") alleging that the District committed an improper practice by denying 
unpaid leave requests; and . 
WHEREAS, the parties met to discuss the matter at a conference at PERB and 
determined that it the best interests of the parties, they would settle this matter, subject to the 
following rights and obligations and that they will apply to unpaid leaves of absence for 
bargaining unit members in the future: 
Accordingly, it is specifically agreed as follows: 
l.CSEA Bargaining Unit Members to Which This Agreement Applies: The parties 
acknowledge that the leave to which this agreement applies is unpaid leave, taken by ten (10) 
month employees who are otherwise not entitled to paid leave. The Board must approve all 
unpaid leaves. 
2.Categories: The District shall grant the following unpaid leaves upon the employee's 
request: 
a.	 Carol Gorham: Up to six (6) weeks per year. Requested leave beyond six (6) 
weeks is at the sole discretion ofthe Board. 
b.	 Bargaining unit members employed prior to July 1, 2007: Up to ten (10) days per 
year. Reque8ted leave beyond ten (10) days is at the sole discretion of the Board. 
c.	 Bargaining unit members appointed effective on or after July 1,2007: Any 
unpaid leave shan be at the sole discretion ofthe Board ofEducation 
Nothing contained herein shall be construed as a limitation on any employee's right to 
leave under any leave statute. such as. but not limited to. the Family and Medical Leave Act. 
Civil Service Law, Workers' Compensation. Americans' with Disabilities Act, etc. 
3.Benefits: Insurance will continue during leaves which fall within the specific times set 
forth in "a" and "b" above. Employees who request and are granted leaves which extend beyond 
these times and all leaves granted under "c", will not include district paid insurance, except in the 
discretion of the Board. 
4.Unpaid Leave: All time applicable to this Agreement shall be without pay. 
5.This agreement is subject to the approval of the Board ofEducation ofthe District. 
6.Any alleged violation of this agreement shall be subject to the parties' grievance 
procedures contained in the collective bargaining agreement. 
Dated: September ~, 2007 
FOR THE DISTRICT: FOR THE CSEA: 
GIRVIN & FERLAZZO, P.C. 
20 Corporate Woods Blvd.
 
Albany, NY 12211
 
phone (518) 462-0300
 
fax (518) 462 -5037
 
e-mail address:kal@girvinlaw.com
 
TO:	 All Clients 
FROM:	 Kristine Amodeo Lanchantin 
Ryan Mullahy 
RE:	 New Civil Service Regulations: Section 159-b and 159-c; Excused leave for 
breast/prostate cancer screening 
DATE:	 November 16,2007 
The New York State legislature has recently amended the Civil Service Law to grant municipal and 
school district employees leave time in order to undertake certain cancer screenings. These 
amendments were effective as of August 2, 2007., 
Specifically, Civil Service Law section 159-b requires that a school district grant an employ~e a leave 
ofabsence from his or her duties in order to undertake a screening for breast cancer. This required leave 
is to be treated as excused leave, and therefore cannot be deducted from any other leave that the 
employee may be entitled to. However, the leave provided for by. this section ofthe Civil Service Law 
is not to exceed four (4) hours on an annual'basis. 
Similarly, Civil Service Law section 159-c requires that a school district grailt an employee a leave of 
absence from his duties order to undertake a screening for prostate cancer. As with section 159-b, this 
required leave is to be treated as excused leave, and cannot be deducted from any other leave that the 
,employee may be entitled to. Also like sectioil159-b, the leave provided for by this' section ofthe Civil 
. Service J,':,aw is n6tto 'exce:ed four, (4) hours on an annual·basis; 
Please note that the four hours ofannual leave time provided by these sections ofthe Civil Service Law 
are not cumulative, and expire at the end of each year. Furthermore, it appears that the leave time 
provided under Civil Service Law section 159-b and 159-c'is paid leave and cannot be deducted from 
.any leave time. However, any time used'for a screening pursuant to these sections in excess ofthe fo~ 
(4) hours provided may be: charged to the employee's leave credits. 
Finally, school districts may require satisfactory medical documentation that the employee's absence 
was for the purpose o.f und.ertaking a breast cancer screening ot prostate cancer screening as provided 
lor under sections 159-b or159'::c ofth~ Civil Service Law. We haveattach~d a sample requestfor 
medical documentation which your district can tailor for its use. ' 
Ifyou need assistance or have additional questions, please feel free to contact us at (518) 462-0300. 
GIRVIN & FERLAZZO, p.e. 
20 Corporate Woods Blvd.
 
Albany, NY 12211
 
phone (518) 462-0300
 
fax (518) 462 -5037
 
e-mail address:kal@girvinlaw.com
 
TO:	 All Clients 
FROM:	 Kristine Amodeo Lanchantin 
Ryan Mullaby 
RE: . New Labor Law provision: Section 202~j;Ex~uied lbave for bloo·d donation 
DATE:	 November 16, 2007 
the New York State Legislature enacted a new provision ofllie State's Labor Law. This provision, 
Labor Law section 202-j; requires that any entity employing tWenty (20) or more employees, grant 
three (3) hours of leave of absence in any twelve (12) month period to an employee who seeks to 
donate blood. This law applies to employees who work an averag~ of twenty or more hours per 
week 
Unless otherwise agreed to by the employ~r, this le~ve cannot exceed the statutorily prescribed three 
(3) hour limit. This may also be affected by your individual collective bargaining agreements. 
This new provision prohibits employers from retaliating against any employee for requesting or 
"obtaining a leave of absence for the purposes ofblood donation. " 
The provision further authorizes and directs the Commissioner ofLabor to establish any necessary 
guideline~ that may be needed to implement this program. As of the date of this writing, the 
·Commissioner has yet to establish any such guideliries. 
Notably, this provision is silent as to whether this leave is paid or unpaid, and clarification on this 
issue is not expected prior to the release of the Commissioner's guidelines, or the enactment of 
corrective legislation. Many ofour clients are taking the position that the time is unpaid until this 
is clarified. 
Firtally, although the statute is silent on the matter, school districts will most likely be able to require 
satisfactory medical documentation that the employee's absence was for the purpose of donating 
blood as provided for under se~tion 202-j ofthe Labor Law. We have attached a sample request for 
leave under this provision, which include"s a requirement for affinnation by the donor center, which 
your district can tailor for its use, keeping in mind any contractual requirements. 
BLOOD DONATION LEAVE FORM 
New York State Labor Law entitles district employees who work an average of twenty or 
more hours per week to take up to three (3) hours ofleave ofabsence in any twelve (12) month period 
to an employee who seeks to donate blood. Travel time is included in the four-hour cap. Absence 
beyond the three hours must be charged to leave credits Of the time will be docked. The leave is not 
cumulative and expires at the close of business ofthe last day of each fiscal year. 
To properly document this absence, please complete the information below, including a 
signature from the provider's office, and return this form to the Business Office. 
Failure to submit this form will result in 
. either the docking of pay for the time or ~ deduction from the employee's leave time. 
, • • ' - ." • • r • ... '.' :., •• ~ .", • ~:. 
Employee Section: 
I, -', verify that on -' _...,---' at 
(print name) (Month day year) 
_______________-', I donated blood. 
(Location) 
Employee Signature Date 
Blood Donation Site:
 
_________.was present for the purpose ofdonating blood and did in fact donate blood
 
on -->,2007 at o'clock.
 
Providers Signature Date and Time 
NameandLocationofBloodDonationCenter ~------
i i 
· .-- .. _.- ._1._. -.--., -- --.. -.--- ---- __ 1 -+- _ 
C~~~ ~o':'.t~~~~_S.!.arti~f.t .~ii~~!i~~_ +-1---t--_._­
! ~ ! 
· j ... _ ••. ---~ •..•..--_.+----+----­
Title · -. 20-05~6 .- -1·---2oo6~j-:; ··-2007~-'i 2008·9 ~~_ 
... ..': ~ '~:'_-.':-_ T::.:::__ '~=_-r: =~.~=._ ,.o:_L.-=-~-::T-_:---=-::-:: 
Mechanic : 1~:~~~:~g!. __~~~~~+ ... 2-i~~~J- 2~~;; ._-5~Bus-Driver 
Bus Drlve-j.jCleaner $17.916.60 .. --'·18544; --. 191-94! 19866 20562 
BOC-ES-Occ~Ed"D"river '$10,444."60 ... -1081-0: H189r-- 11581 11987 
, ...-.. -.. -- .-.. --·-r-····· --- .....--.,.- ... -.-.-.--.-;-)~~~-p~:te.~T~~-~ni~!an - $ 28,875.00 I 29886; 309331 32016 33137 
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Custodian 
, .. _.__...- . ._ .. -" ..... - ..- ... _. ..... ... .. J17!~3_a.:QQt-_.:!~4.(3}_:._.1~~~_qL 19779 20472 
. Cleaner
_." .__..- - _ - -- _-..... . .. - . . :J.16.~~9_~:.QQ.:-._ . ~?3.~~ _ .. _1_~9.o.1_L._ 18632 19285 
Cook 
~ 
,_J._ 9,.~~~.:99.\ __ 191~_\_ ... 1_0_~3~1_ 10904 11286 
!e~chin~iA..~~-~~ta~(·.: -__·_·.. ~.~ 1-f30t~~+------1:8~~+···· 1t4~~f- 1:0~ 1~076~!'ypis!._ _. .. __ ._.._ . :·$2i.323~OO-I·--··---231·05!·--- 239f4t 24751 25618_~!~i.~tere.cf. _~~~e _. __ .. __ 
Maintenance Worker/bus Driver ·$1i:a"3a.-6oi-·--·18463l ... ·1-S11-6t--- 19779 20472 
.. . - .. ". _ .. 
Maintenance Worker 
. . .... - ._. 
Interprete_r _. __ _ _ •t~~:U!]ff~-J;l-1rILrr-- ~[~! ~~E HeC!dCu~!gcfi~~ (~!!p-~.ncfl .... 
Senior C~~~!licJanj!Stipe--"~L . .'$ .. -~i())9.t~ .. ~ --':5~9L- ·_._·::~1I~-- 6~~ 
Cafeteria _~~od Service ~elper 
· $ .?:~§-i.- . ?:.~~J. .... J:.?~. __ .__ 8.06 f--'_ 8.35 
Teacher Aides $ 7.25 i 7.51: 7.78 8.06 8.35
-- ' ..."-"'-' 
Bus Monitors $ ·7.00 r·· - '7.2·5"[" -;:1:51""-' 7.78 8.06 
